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Introduction

Results

The emission of sound during the impact of droplets, e.g.
rain, on a water surface has been known and studied
since a long time [1, 2, 3]. The reader of this article
might have recognized during a rain-shower the metallic
’ping’ which originates from a rain-droplet falling into a
puddle. It is clear meanwhile that small entrained air
bubbles are the source of the better part of the acoustical signal during such phenomena, and the typical size
distribution of rain-entrained bubbles explains quite well
the occurring spectra [4, 5, 6, 7, 8]. Here we revisit the
case in the framework of broader investigations of droplet
impact with various collision scenarios.
An experimental setup is presented which simultaneously
captures the pressure signal in the liquid (water) with a
hydrophone and the phenomenological patterns with a
high-speed camera. By this means the correlation between the occurrence of bubbles and their trace in the
acoustical spectrum is investigated.

Bubble entrainment depends on the drop speed and size:
no bubble, ’regular’ or ’irregular’ entrainment can occur
[5]. While regular entrainment happens directly and always after the impact (slower drops), the irregular occurrence of bubbles does not always happen and is (at least
sometimes) due to a back falling splash (faster drops).

Experimental setup

Figure 1: Sketch of the experiment: Drops of different sizes
and velocities impact on a water tank. Simultaneous acoustical and optical recordings are conducted.

Figure 1 depicts the used configuration. Dispensing of
the droplets is achieved by a syringe pump. By varying
the nozzle diameter and the falling height, the diameter
and respectively the velocity can be easily changed within
a certain range (typical drop diameter ∼ 4 mm, velocity
up to 5 m/s). For the observation of smaller droplets the
setup is slightly changed. A special dispenser (BioFluidix, Freiburg) is used to cover a range of approx. 100500 µm in diameter and speeds up to 10 m/s. The whole
impact event is captured by a triggered high-speed camera (Photron APX-RS) in diffuse back-lighting and a submerged hydrophone (Brüel & Kjær 8103) attached to a
storage oscilloscope (Tektronix DPO 7254).

Figure 2: Selected frames from a high-speed movie (right)
and the according acoustical signal from the submerged hydrophone (left). The instant of the image is marked by the
vertical line (negative voltage corresponds to positive pressure; drop diameter ∼ 3.5 mm, drop speed ∼ 5 m/s).

An example is shown in fig. 2: After crater formation
and rebound of a liquid column (’splash’), a bubble and
its acoustic signature only occurs after the column falls
back into the liquid. As it has already been proposed by
Minnaert [9], the characteristic sound signal emitted by
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entrained bubbles is connected to the linear resonance of
their volume pulsation (note that the rest of the impact
process is almost without sound emission except from
a peak at direct impact). When treating the spherical
’breathing’ mode of a bubble as a damped harmonic oscillator and neglecting surface tension and vapor pressure,
the equation of motion leads to
r
3γp0
1
(1)
fres ≈
2πR0
ρ
with resonance frequency fres , equilibrium radius R0 ,
polytropic exponent γ, static pressure p0 and liquid density ρ.

Figure 4: Color-coded spectrogram taken of three consecutive drop impacts (jet-shaped), all with very similar spectral
components, drop-diameter ∼ 550 µm, drop-speed ∼ 4.5 m/s.
During the second impact a pre-existing and previously quiet
bubble is excited by the pressure pulse and leaves a respective
high-frequency acoustic signature (besides the impact signature being present for every impact) indicated by an arrow.

Discussion
Previous experimental results have been confirmed with
modern high-speed recordings. In particular we find
that (i) sound emissions of impacting drops are due to
pulsations of entrained bubbles and (ii) the pulsation
frequencies fall close to the theoretical (Minnaert)
values. The previously reported parameter space has
been extended to smaller drops below 0.5 mm and thus
to small entrained bubbles (up to r ≈ 0.24 mm ). Good
agreement with the predicted radius-frequency relation
is confirmed as well, here tending to isothermal bubble
behavior. Furthermore an additional ’secondary’ source
of impact sound emission is found: Pre-existing and possibly some times quiet bubbles can be excited by a close
drop impact to oscillate. In real rain fall conditions, this
might affect possibly rather small (dissolving) bubbles
and bubble fragments and thus contribute to the higher
frequency tail of the spectrum.

Figure 3: Data and theoretically predicted values [1] of resonance frequency vs. bubble radius.

Our investigations show a good correlation of the observed bubble radii and their linear resonance frequencies (see fig. 3). However, while the smaller bubbles
seem to behave more isothermal (γ = 1.0), the larger
bubbles (above R0 ∼ 1 mm) tend systematically to adiabatic behavior (γ = 1.4), and even faster than adiabatic
oscillations are observed. Fitting of the polytropic exponent reveals an averaged γ of ≈ 1.59. Non-spherical
bubble shape might contribute to this outcome.
In the past, diverse thorough investigations of the origin of the acoustic spectrum under water have been conducted [3, 6, 8]. Satisfying explanations of spectral peaks
could be made by combining the knowledge of raindrop
size distribution, air-entrainment and resulting acoustic
radiation.
An apparently ever-since undiscussed additional source
apart from the direct formation of a bubble and the possible sound emission could be the excitation of existing
bubbles by secondary drop impacts. Generally it is argued that only a small range of drops (speed and diameter) can produce ’regular’ emitting bubbles [6] and by
this fact produce a specific acoustical peak. But we also
observe parameters which can produce ’quiet’ bubbles
which do not emit detectable sound. If such a bubble
survives long enough to encounter the next drop impact,
it can be triggered by the (early) impact pressure to start
oscillation and emission. An example of such secondary
sound emission is shown in fig. 4.
This leads to additional features in the spectrum, in particular of high frequency, as such quiet bubbles are observed to be rather small. Further investigations might
show how strong this contributes to the overall spectrum.
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